Combined quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical study on the pentacoordinated ferric and ferrous cytochrome P450cam complexes.
The pentacoordinated ferric and ferrous cytochrome P450(cam) complexes have been investigated by combined quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) calculations in the presence of a protein/solvent environment and by QM calculations on the isolated QM regions with use of density functional theory. The B3LYP functional has been found more reliable than the BLYP and BHLYP functionals for estimating the relative state energies. The B3LYP/CHARMM calculations with an all-electron basis set for iron give high-spin ground states for the title complexes, in agreement with experiment. The comparison of the B3LYP/CHARMM results of the entire protein system with the B3LYP calculations on the naked QM regions shows that the amount of stabilization by the protein environment is largest for the intermediate-spin states, followed by the high-spin states of the complexes. The calculation of Mössbauer parameters in the presence of the enzyme environment confirms the double occupation of the d(xz) orbital in the quintet spin state of the ferrous complex, consistent with the computed QM/MM energies in the enzyme environment, while the d(x)2(-)(y)2 orbital is doubly occupied in the gas-phase quintet state.